Dear Parents,
We are sure that the children have had fun filled holidays. Sparkling
eyes and smiling faces will brighten up our classrooms once again! We
look forward to take this journey a step further by helping them to
achieve the best by weaving the threads of imagination and self belief.
The journey this term, would be about making them independent by
empowering them with the ability to listen read write and expressing
themselves freely. We have designed special activities for the children
to imbibe the same. With August beckoning and the weather turning
pleasant makes it a perfect setting for the festive season ahead. We
look forward to celebrating Independence Day and rejoicing our much
cherished freedom along the various festivals like Rakshabandhan,
Janamashtmi and Teachers’ day in September through class assemblies
and various events and activities specially planned for the same to
make it a beautiful memory for our children.
Special emphasis would be laid on Story telling, rhyme and rhythm
activities, and activities designed to strengthen the listening
comprehension in grade 1.
Looking forward to an enriching term ahead....
Warm Regards
Class Teacher

TERM OVERVIEW
JULY -SEPT(2018-19)
CLASS I
Value for the Month 




Respecting Nation
Being Helpful

SCHOLASTIC
ENGLISH
Integrated Course book
  Poem- The Star
  Chapter- Best Friends
  Chapter- Mole and Rat Find a Home
  Chapter –Crocodile is happy again
 Chapter –Tit for Tat
Vocabulary
  Word Families- ‘aw’ , ‘ay’ , ‘ame’ , ‘ank’ , ‘ight’,’ail’,’ite’
  Naming Words
  One-Many
  Usage of These/Those
  Usage of He/She/It/They/We
 Blends- br, cr, dr, tr
Writing


Form simple sentences using acquired vocabulary and grammar

Reading
 Developing reading ability of small sentences with high frequency words
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MATH
Addition/Subtraction
 Addition Facts
 Addition using number line
 Picture Addition
  Horizontal and Vertical addition(by counting forward) total not exceeding 50
  Subtraction by crossing out
  Subtraction using number line
  Properties of subtraction
  Horizontal and vertical subtraction by counting backward for numbers up to 20
  Relationship between Addition and Subtraction using Fact Families
 Word Problems
E.V.S
FOOD



 



Food Groups
Food from plants and animals
Healthy and junk food
Meals of the day
Importance of a balanced diet
Controlling food wastage

HOUSES WE LIVE IN
  Types of houses
 Rooms in a house
 Animal homes
SCHOOL AND NEIGHBOURHOOD
 Name of the school
  Rooms in the school
 Heads of the institution
 Respecting the school property
 Meaning of Neighbourhood
  Ideal Neighbourhood
 Various building and how to keep neighbourhood clean
TRANSPORT
 Land Transport
 Parts of a vehicle
  Space Transport
 Special Vehicles
 Difference between with or without an engine
 Animals as a mode of transport
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Controlled Activity - Different situations will be given to kids and would make them perform as per the
situation.
Speech - Jaw exercise, Lip exercise, Projection, Tongue twister, Lip and Tongue, Poem - 'Shop around the
corner', Vocabulary - Rhyming words
Movement - Body Awareness - Whole Body, Parts and levels, Symmetrical & Asymmetrical
Mime to Music - The Lazy Worms
Whole class improvisation - 'Little Puppy' and 'My Friend is sad'
End of Class Poem - 'Clap, snap, tap and do the rap'

CO-SCHOLASTIC
Music
Western Music:
 Songs : ‘Sound of silence’, ‘Hey Jude’, ‘Here comes the sun’, ‘Oh Cecilia’, ‘Royals’,
‘Demons’, ‘Zombies’, ‘Don’t say Goodbye’,’Yesterday’, What you came for’,
‘Heaven’s Door’, Goodbye Lullabye’
 Concept : To familiarize children with a sense of tempo, sense of loudness,
sense of softness, sense of style, sense of texture ,timber and rhythm
Indian Music:
 Rail Boli Au
 Jhoom Jhoom Kar
 Saare Jahaan se Acha
 Rakshabandhan
 Bal Ganesha
 Devi Stuti (Navratri)
Dance

Style – Mexican Hat Dance

Goal : Body movement , kicking , hopping and sliding around.
ICT




Parts of a Computer
The Keyboard

Physical Education
PHYSICAL EDUCATION Front foot defense
 Volleyball - passing overhead
 Athletics-shot-put
TAEKWONDO Punching and blocking
 Kicks
SWIMMING
 Water Balancing
 Bubbles
 Floating with and without holding

Art

Craft

Clay Pottery

 Print Making
 My Aquarium
 My owl/my cat
 Indian Birds
 Our Indian Flag
 My Beautiful Rakhi
 My Favourite Animal
 Vegetable and Fruit Shapes
Skill : Paper Folding
 Cute Cat
 Rabbit
 Clock
 Tulip
Skill : Vegetable Printing
 Landscape
 Garden Scene
Skill : Pasting
 Shapes
 Transport
Skill : Pattern Making
 Threading Beads / Pasta
 Caterpillar
 Necklace
 Fruits

